Distribution of lipid in the lamellate endocuticle of Rhodnius prolixus (Hemiptera).
The lamellate appearance of the cuticle in the abdomen of the Rhodnius larva conforms to the conception of Bouligand in being an optical artifact which results from the spiral arrangement of successive layers of oriented fibrils. But superimposed on this structure is an actual lamination of bound lipid with the same spacing. The relation of the lipid layers to the optical lamination changes with the aspect from which the system is viewed. There must therefore be a cyclical secretion of lipid by the epidermal cells. Since the period of this cycle agrees with the cycle of rotation of the fibrous layers, which is supposedly inherent in the chemistry of the system, it is possible that it is the lipid which controls or initiates this helicoidal 'cholesteric crystallization'. There is evidence of a cyclical change in the secretion of lipid by the microvilli; it is suggested that there may be alternating cycles of eccrine and apocrine secretion, and that the lipid laminae represent the apocrine phases. The pore canals in Rhodnius are roughly cylindrical in cross-section, with lipid-impregnated walls. The contents of the lumen become slightly more electron opaque before the cuticle is stretched by feeding. There is probably some enzymic dissolution of the cuticle which precedes stretching; and this may concern particularly the lipid fraction. After the great distension and expansion of the cuticle which occur at feeding, lipid laminae can no longer be demonstrated in the old cuticle.